Despite the unprecedented economic and technological advances of the past decades, roughly one in ten people still live in extreme poverty. This is one of the most urgent ethical problems of our time. Every year, Germany and Switzerland devote billions to development cooperation in order to create opportunities for these people. However, results from scientific research show that both countries finance extremely low-impact projects as well as highly effective ones. This paper introduces the current state of empirical research on development cooperation and recommends the following: particularly impactful projects should be promoted, and less effective projects should be ended; evaluations should be carried out more frequently as impact evaluations, and should meet academic research standards; more financial resources should be provided to achieve these goals; and Germany and Switzerland should affiliate with international research projects on impact measurement, as this would help countless people in need and simultaneously strengthen the trust of voters.
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Evidence-based Development Cooperation

“Each year billions of dollars are spent on thousands of programs to improve health, education and other social sector outcomes in the developing world. But very few programs benefit from studies that could determine whether or not they actually made a difference. This absence of evidence is an urgent problem: it not only wastes money but denies poor people crucial support to improve their lives.”

—Savedoff, Levine, & Birdsall, 2006

Executive Summary

Global poverty is one of the most pressing ethical problems of our time. Every day, 16,000 children under the age of five years old die—a tragedy that we only allow to continue because it does not happen before our very eyes. Geographical distance, however, does not absolve us from responsibility. Through foreign and development policy, wealthy countries like Germany and Switzerland can make a considerable contribution to alleviating this plight. At the same time, child mortality along with other poverty indicators is at an all-time low. Since 1990, the global proportion of people living in extreme poverty has fallen by 27 percentage points, and at the end of 2016, 9.1% of the world’s population still lived below the poverty line of U.S. $1.90 per day (adjusted for purchasing power).

However, these improvements are not really due to development cooperation; rather, they are mainly a result of the rapid economic growth of China and India in recent decades. Can development cooperation make a significant contribution to development at all? And if so, under what conditions?

In the last decade, development economics has been thoroughly researched, and our knowledge base has become stronger. Independent research institutes have investigated the effectiveness of numerous aid programs using rigorous scientific methods. While some programs have in fact proved less effective, numerous others have been demonstrated to have a disproportionately high impact, especially in the domain of healthcare. For example, just €200 worth of mosquito nets can save a whole year of life in malaria-affected areas. These results rest on numerous high-quality randomized control trials, and even skeptical experts like Angus Deaton or William Easterly recognize the effectiveness of such programs.

Germany and Switzerland are already involved in many highly effective endeavors, but also maintain some projects that are practically useless according to current scientific research. Based on current research findings, we recommend the following steps to improve the effectiveness of development cooperation:
Recommendation 1: Greater prioritization of projects with outstanding cost-effectiveness. Low-cost programs with high effectiveness should be systematically promoted, especially in the field of health. Prioritizing programs on the basis of their cost-effectiveness should be enshrined as a strategic goal. Germany and Switzerland are already involved in many highly effective projects like malaria prevention, and these commitments should be extended even further. Underfunded areas with high potential impact, like programs to combat neglected tropical diseases, micronutrient initiatives, and direct cash transfers, should be promoted more vigorously.

Recommendation 2: Earlier termination of demonstrably ineffective programs. Both Germany and Switzerland maintain microcredit programmes, whose effectiveness lags far behind that of direct cash transfers, targeted health programs, or other microfinance products. These and other demonstrably ineffective programs should be ended as quickly as possible. Direct cash transfers could be used as a benchmark in impact evaluations. If an evaluation shows a poor result, this should be taken as an important learning success, allowing for the allocation of financial resources to other more impactful projects.

Recommendation 3: Greater reliance on evaluations and the setting of higher quality standards. Evaluation methods currently in use fail to meet scientific quality standards. Often, the results of a program are not compared with a control group, meaning that its actual impact cannot be measured. High-quality standards comparable to those used in academic research should be required. More high-quality impact evaluations should be carried out, and the quality of these evaluations should be weighted higher than their quantity. The necessary expertise could be sourced externally from specialist organizations. A modernization of survey technology would bring more precise results as well as cost savings. All results should be published openly so that they can be reviewed independently and used globally.

Recommendation 4: More comprehensive use of scientific research findings. Some examination of impact evaluations already takes place within both German and Swiss development cooperation, but it is not a central part of the project planning process. Scientific research findings should be considered in all processes, plans, and evaluations. Evidence-based methods should be employed in all project phases. Further training could improve methodological expertise, and a scientific advisory board could be formed for larger projects. Projects should be evaluated on their impact before they receive additional resources or are continued in the long term.

Recommendation 5: Additional financial resources for research and evaluation. Since even small investments in high-quality evaluations enable massive increases in impact, a larger percentage of project-specific and total budgets should go towards evaluation and scientific research. Relevant research and innovation programs could be developed. Germany and Switzerland should also affiliate with international research projects, especially the International Initiative for Impact Evaluation (3ie) and the Global Innovation Fund. In doing so, both countries could contribute to making the development cooperation of all actors more effective.
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What actually works

Global poverty remains one of the most important ethical problems of our time: the most up-to-date World Bank statistics from 2013 counted nearly 800 million people, or 10.7% of the world’s population, as living in extreme poverty. That means only $1.90 per person per day, adjusted for purchasing power. According to the current Global Multidimensional Poverty Index, which combines ten indicators in the three dimensions of health, education, and living standards, 1.5 million people live in multidimensional poverty.

The past decades have shown that substantial progress is possible: poverty is at an all-time low in both absolute and relative terms. Contrary to daily headlines, the world as a whole is a wealthier, more peaceful, healthier, and more educated place than ever before. From 1990 to 2015 the global proportion of people living in absolute poverty fell by 27 percentage points—a considerable success that is largely due to rapid economic growth in China and India. Nevertheless, it is intolerable that 800 million people are still living in extreme poverty, and we must ask ourselves the question: how can we permanently resolve this ethical catastrophe as quickly as possible?

Systematic prioritization of aid projects as an ethical imperative

Like the total state budget, the resources available for development cooperation are limited. This means that not all programs can be supported. Which programs and interventions deserve to be funded? How should these limited means be allocated between different fields and within each field? We cannot evade these difficult questions: making no decision is also a form of decision.

On the basis that all human lives are equally valuable and that we want to achieve as much as possible with limited financial resources, programs should be prioritized according to their cost-effectiveness. Programs that attain a comparatively limited effect for their costs should only be carried out once funding has been secured for programs with a higher impact, lower cost, or both. If we do not take this approach, it leads to preferential treatment or discrimination regarding individual groups, and our impact will fall significantly short of its potential.

The principle of impact-oriented prioritization has been known for decades in medicine as “triage”: in emergency situations, those patients in most need are treated first. In the health system, disaster response and measures on traffic safety also use a similar cost-benefit analysis. For example, the Swiss Federal Supreme Court established that cost-benefit analyses are indispensable for an equal and fair distribution of limited resources in the health system. The principle of efficiency is legally enshrined in the German and Swiss health care systems.

For development cooperation, this principle means that where there is a choice between two equally expensive interventions in a particular area and only one of the two can be funded, we should choose the intervention which can achieve the greatest impact. The WHO suggests that comprehensive funding should be secured for programs with high priority first, and only then should programs with a lower priority can be carried out. In the field of health, scientific research shows that popular interventions can vary in cost-effectiveness by a factor of around 150.

The focus on cost-effectiveness is not, as is often claimed, an act of abstract cold-heartedness: quite the opposite. It is a form of universal compassion: we want the least amount of suffering and the highest quality of life as possible for all of our fellow humans. Prioritization with the aid of scientific cost-benefit analyses is better characterized as “warm and calculating”—the calculations are important precisely because every individual counts.

A short history of development policy

There has been economic development for well-nigh the whole of human history, but international development cooperation as we understand it today was first developed after the Second World War. During the subsequent era of reconstruction and incipient

† In 2016 it was estimated that nearly 700 million people still lived in extreme poverty.
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In the following decades, the development policy agenda was dominated by the political exigencies of the Cold War along with various economic theories, like so-called dependency theory in the 1960s or neoliberal ideas in the 1980s. The human development approach that was taken up at the end of the 1990s by UNDP in particular, as well as the agreement of the Millennium Development Goals at the start of the new millennium, created an international consensus, which brought poverty and development into sharper political focus than ever.

The idea of development cooperation was contested from its conception. Over the last two decades the question of the effectiveness of development cooperation has been at the heart of the discussion, and above all, since the middle of the 2000s, there has been an international academic debate. Some academics think that development cooperation is fundamentally ineffective and ill-advised.

For example, the economist William Easterly describes development cooperation in his two books “The Elusive Quest for Growth” and “The White Man’s Burden” as a “feel good economic policy” that merely salves donors’ consciences, but in reality does little good and much harm. On the one hand, bad programs could cause direct harm, as happens when defective water filters are distributed, which then fail to make the water safe for drinking and in turn lead to more waterborne infection. On the other hand, foreign aid efforts could also have indirect negative effects, for instance, if they lead to the population holding their government to less account. The Nobel prize winner Angus Deaton also stresses in his book “The Great Escape” that so far development cooperation has hardly demonstrated its success. The economist Dambisa Moyo argues in her book “Dead Aid” that budgetary aid to African governments has caused dependency, corruption, and generally poor governance, and hence concludes that aid should be gradually phased out. The economist James Shikwati comes to a similar conclusion.

On the other side of the debate, the likes of Jeffrey Sachs argue that carefully implemented development programs could permanently end global poverty by 2025. In his book “The End of Poverty”, Sachs presents the concept of a “poverty trap”: because of raging corruption, diseases like malaria and AIDS, and woeful infrastructure, very poor countries are excluded from the global economy and thus from the process of economic development. Only through the financial support of richer nations can these countries escape the “poverty trap” and participate in the global economy, whereupon the need for development funds will decline steeply or disappear altogether.

On one point, however, critics and supporters are unanimous: vertical health programs that solve a particular problem in a targeted way (like HIV/AIDS) are highly effective in both the short- and long-term.
and are among the greatest successes of development cooperation so far. For example, in "The Great Escape", the development critic Angus Deaton writes: "These health campaigns, known as "vertical health programs," have been effective in saving millions of lives. Other vertical initiatives include the successful campaign to eliminate smallpox throughout the world; the campaign against river blindness jointly mounted by the World Bank, the Carter Centre, WHO, and Merck; and the ongoing—but as yet incomplete—attempt to eliminate polio."

From this academic debate, we can conclude that some projects have a very positive effect, while many are less effective, and some could even be harmful. It is therefore of central importance to find a method that allows us to distinguish between effective projects and less effective ones.

**The importance of impact evaluations**

The media coverage of development cooperation usually focuses on individual failures, without taking into account the complexity of the topic. We would like to avoid this and instead base our praise and criticism on as sophisticated and scientific a footing as possible. Wherever it is possible to do so, scientific methods like impact evaluations should be used to establish which programs achieve the desired outcomes and which do not. Such evaluations are especially important in development cooperation, as unlike in the private sector there are no automatic feedback mechanisms in the form of financial profit to ensure quality.

Following the aforementioned development policy debate, which over many years was barely based on empirical data, at the end of the 1990s impact evaluations or impact studies and their scientific findings came increasingly to the fore. In contrast to traditional evaluations, impact evaluations compare a treatment group with a control group—as in randomized field experiments.

A working group for the Center for Global Development argued for this approach in an influential report:

> "Each year billions of dollars are spent on thousands of programs to improve health, education and other social sector outcomes in the developing world. But very few programs benefit from studies that could determine whether or not they actually made a difference. This absence of evidence is an urgent problem: it not only wastes money but denies poor people crucial support to improve their lives."

The trend for evaluation was initiated by Abhijit Banerjee (MIT) and Esther Duflo (MIT) among others. In 2003 they founded the Poverty Action Lab (known today as the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab under the abbreviation J-PAL), to translate research findings into practice. In their book "Poor Economics: A Radical Rethinking of the Way to Fight Global Poverty", they present convincing empirical investigations that often deliver astonishing results. They write: "The response to J-PAL’s work suggests that there are many who share our basic premise—that it is possible to make very significant progress against the biggest problem in the world through the accumulation of a set of small steps, each well thought out, carefully tested, and judiciously implemented. This might seem self-evident, but as we will argue throughout the book, it is not how policy usually gets made."
## Institutions in the field of impact evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL)</strong></td>
<td>Research institute at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology founded in 2003 by Esther Duflo, Abhijit Banerjee, and other researchers. It carries out impact evaluations in the field of development cooperation, which are then summarized and made freely accessible as “Policy Lessons”.</td>
<td>povertyactionlab.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BREAD</strong></td>
<td>Non-profit organization that has held conferences on development economics since 2002.</td>
<td>ibread.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Center for Effective Global Action (CEGA)</strong></td>
<td>CEGA at the University of California is one of the largest research centres in the field of development economics.</td>
<td>cega.berkeley.edu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Center for Global Development</strong></td>
<td>Influential think tank that has promoted improving effectiveness in development since 2002.</td>
<td>cgdev.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The German Institute for Development Evaluation (DEval)</strong></td>
<td>Founded in 2012 and financed by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ). It evaluates the work of development policy actors in Germany.</td>
<td>deval.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development Impact Evaluation (DIME)</strong></td>
<td>World Bank research project that evaluates the projects of multilateral development banks.</td>
<td>worldbank.org/en/research/dime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development Innovation Ventures (DIV)</strong></td>
<td>US-based project competition that awards funding to particularly effective development projects. Founded in 2010.</td>
<td>usaid.gov/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disease Control Priorities Network (DCP3)</strong></td>
<td>Report providing governments and international organizations with a guide to the strategic prioritization of different health interventions based on cost-effectiveness.</td>
<td>dcp-3.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GiveWell</strong></td>
<td>Evaluates charities using evidence-based methods and gives donation recommendations to private individuals. Founded in 2007 by former hedge fund managers Holden Karnofsky and Elie Hassenfeld.</td>
<td>givewell.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Innovation Fund</strong></td>
<td>Established in 2014 by several state development organizations and invests in novel projects with innovative approaches to poverty reduction.</td>
<td>globalinnovation.fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IDinsight</strong></td>
<td>Supports governments with designing and carrying out studies and comprehensively implementing successful pilot projects. Founded in 2011, the organization has offered private and public clients tailor-made services for impact evaluations, enabling them to conduct high-quality evaluations without possessing the expertise themselves.</td>
<td>idinsight.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA)</strong></td>
<td>Non-profit research institute founded in 2002 by the economist Dean Karlan. Since then, it has carried out over 600 impact evaluations. The results are freely available online.</td>
<td>poverty-action.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Initiative for Impact Evaluation (3ie)</strong></td>
<td>Maintains the most complete database of impact evaluations with over 4,000 studies. The organization has already funded over 200 research projects. Founded in 2008 by DFID, the Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation, and the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation.</td>
<td>3ieimpact.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NADEL – Center for Development and Cooperation</strong></td>
<td>Dedicated to academic teaching, empirical research, and public outreach. The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) ran an impact competition in collaboration with NADEL. Based at ETH Zurich.</td>
<td>nadel.ethz.ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Impact Evaluation Fund (SIEF)</strong></td>
<td>World Bank program that finances impact evaluations in developing countries.</td>
<td>worldbank.org/en/programs/sief-trust-fund</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using science to measure impact

Let us imagine a project combatting malaria: BMZ or SDC partners distribute a total of 100,000 mosquito nets in several villages, and the project costs a total of 600,000 euro (or roughly 660,000 francs). In the course of a year, 6,000 of the 300,000 people in these villages fall sick with malaria. Was the project successful? To be able to judge this, we need to answer the following question: how many people would have caught malaria, if no nets had been distributed? Only in answering this question can we judge the true “counterfactual” impact of the intervention.

And this is precisely the goal of scientific impact evaluations (also known as “impact studies”): they not only record the outcome for the treatment group—as is common practice in development cooperation today—but also the progress of the control group, and then compare the results. In other words, they attempt to measure the causal impact of the program (the cause-and-effect relationship) instead of a pure correlation. Ideally, this is done through randomized controlled trials (RCTs). In an RCT, individuals, schools, villages, or regions are randomly assigned to treatment and control groups. In our example, mosquito nets were distributed in the treatment region, while only measurement was carried out in the control region. In practice, new programs often cannot be offered comprehensively to begin with, which makes it easy to assign beneficiaries randomly to treatment and control groups. The results of RCTs are often surprising and not intuitively predictable. Impact evaluations are carried out on the one hand by academic research and on the other by charities themselves.

RCTs are suited to impact measurement in the field of health and many other fields. For more complex questions in areas like governance and human rights, quasi-experimental impact studies (like regression discontinuity design) or a combination of theory, qualitative research, and observational studies can be used instead. Specialists often seem to underestimate the possibilities of quantitative methods: even systematic estimates and apparently unquantifiable values can be measured using cleverly chosen indicators and well-implemented econometric calculations. For example, in the field of governance it is possible to analyse not only the turnout and electoral behavior of the poorer classes of the population or the impact of quotas for women in Indian village councils, but also political regulations like reservation, the provision of public goods, or the Chinese one-child policy.

In the fight against corruption, it is possible to estimate what amount of money is used appropriately. Numerous impact evaluations have also been carried out in peacebuilding. On the macro level, the influence of institutions on poverty has been investigated, and randomized studies can even be carried out on questions of tax avoidance and the effects of redistribution. The Poverty Action Lab writes: “That doesn’t mean that most goals are immeasurable. Rather, more thought and creativity must go into devising their corresponding indicators.” These research results not only help us to find out which projects actually work, but also convey a sophisticated overview of the conditions and causes of global poverty.
Scientific research findings can be used in development cooperation in three ways:

1. **Improving existing programs:** Determining the optimal costs for the distribution of mosquito nets raises the effectiveness of malaria prevention programs (see Case study: Malaria prevention: Are nets actually hung over beds?). Numerous NGOs and development organizations already do this systematically.

2. **Prioritizing between similar programs:** Different scientific methods allow us to estimate not only the effectiveness of a program, but also its cost-effectiveness—that is, the benefits divided by the costs. It then becomes possible to compare the cost-effectiveness of, for example, different HIV prevention programs and then to fund the most effective among them, before turning to less effective programs. This approach is uncontroversial, and yet has so far hardly been used in Germany and Switzerland. With little additional cost, significantly more people could be helped.

3. **Prioritizing between different programs:** Cost-benefit analyses enable the comparison of completely different interventions: should limited financial resources be used for malaria prevention or for humanitarian disaster relief? Although analyses of this sort are used in both the German and the Swiss healthcare systems, they are only very rarely used in development cooperation. This is partly because some programs are impossible or very hard to compare—for example, it is hardly possible to calculate the impact of the promotion of democracy in healthy life years. Moreover, development funds are often difficult to redirect, as foreign and development policy is driven by political interests and privileges certain countries and causes over others. It is therefore not surprising that in this area a pioneering role is played by international organizations like the World Bank, the WHO, and other UN organizations, which have to present their priorities as neutrally as possible because of global political pressure for legitimation.

We hold all three approaches to be valuable but will concentrate in this paper on the first two in particular, as here practical feasibility has been more thoroughly grounded.

Scientific methods have their limits: results can only be generalized to other contexts if the underlying assumptions of the “theory of change” are also met by the new context. Again and again, studies are poorly carried out or their results cannot be replicated. Academia meets this challenge with independent replications, systematic reviews, and meta-studies, as well as the continuous improvement of methodologies. Moreover, given the large differences in effectiveness between different interventions, even imprecise results can be informative.

Impact evaluations are not a miracle cure. Nevertheless, they are of essential significance for an effective reduction in poverty: our intuitive estimates are mostly misguided, and through scientific research, we can significantly enhance the impact of development cooperation. Without research, we are groping in the dark.

---

### Checklist: The perfect impact evaluation

A high-quality impact evaluation should meet the following criteria:

1. Implementation of a randomized controlled trial (RCT) or a high-quality investigation with a control group;
2. Sufficiently large sample size, so that the relevant effects can be measured;
3. Measurement of relevant outcomes;
4. Preregistration of the study on a publicly accessible platform to avoid publication bias;
5. Publication of a pre-analysis plan according to the World Bank checklist;
6. Transparency with regards to research data and code;
7. Minimization of bias risks.

Even small, low-cost projects can fulfill these demands perfectly well.
Case study: Malaria prevention—are bednets actually hung over beds?

Insecticide-treated mosquito nets are not only highly effective but also very cheap, and are therefore distributed for free in many countries. But are the nets actually hung over the beds? Or, if what is free is valueless, are nets soon thrown away or even used as fishing nets or bridal veils? Does the population get used to free distribution, so that in future they buy fewer nets?

Over the past decade, politicians, researchers, and the media have vehemently debated the merits and demerits of free distribution. Thanks to randomized field experiments, these discussions are now at an end, and we can answer the question.

Researchers distributed vouchers with different mosquito net discounts to individuals and later visited them at home to see with their own eyes whether the nets were actually hanging over the beds. The result: reports of fishing nets and bridal veils exaggerate isolated incidents. Usage rates are high independent of the cost price—depending on the study and the region, the rates are between 60% and 90%.

One year later, researchers offered mosquito nets once again—but this time at the price of U.S. $2. Did individuals in the treatment group buy a further net or had they become accustomed to free handouts? Surprisingly interest rose: those who had profited from a free net were more likely to buy another. Moreover, the free distribution led to a general increase in interest in mosquito nets—those who had seen a net at their neighbor’s house bought themselves one too. A general rule can be derived from these and other studies: free distribution of health products is especially valuable when the benefit is uncertain and lies in the future and when other people profit from it indirectly (spillover effects).

Malaria is one of the largest causes of death in low-income countries. The free distribution of insecticide-treated malaria nets is one of the most impactful interventions in the fight against poverty. Robust investigations show that around U.S. $7,500 can save a whole life. In addition, these programs possibly have a positive long-term influence on the education of women. Still, there is a global financial shortfall of several billion U.S. dollars each year. Relevant programs have been implemented outstandingly by the Against Malaria Foundation, TAMTAM, the Global Fund, in which Germany and Switzerland have invested heavily, and NATNETS (supported by the Swiss TPH and the SDC in the framework of NETCELL). The engagement of the SDC...
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in the latter two projects contributed to reducing child mortality in Tanzania by 48%—a remarkable success.

**Case study: GiveDirectly—direct cash transfers to poor households in Kenya**

Do we really know the circumstances and needs of the poorest people better than they do themselves? Why do we buy particular goods and services for the needy instead of directly transferring them a particular sum of money? Direct cash transfers are implementable in most contexts and countries as part of both humanitarian aid and development cooperation and have achieved highly positive results in randomized studies. An analysis of 165 evaluations shows how impactful cash transfers are: the results are astonishingly consistent and show parallel improvements in different fields. The common objection that cash transfers disincentivize working does not play out empirically—if anything, employment rates increase.

The organization GiveDirectly uses modern technologies to distribute cash transfers efficiently: innovative image recognition software helps to identify poor households in Kenya by their straw roofs using satellite images. The households then receive a sum of money via a mobile payments system, which is theirs to use as they please. GiveDirectly manages to send 91% of funds directly to beneficiary households. Beneficiaries use the money to buy motorbikes, better roofs for their houses, or high-quality vegetables. Investigations show that expenditure on health, education, and nutrition, as well as investment in houses and small businesses, rise; meanwhile, expenditure on alcohol and cigarettes remains unchanged. Cash transfers promote independence and create long-term opportunities.

Direct cash transfers are significantly superior to microcredit programmes in particular: they enable higher risk investments, as the sums of money do not need to be repaid, they avoid cases of high debt, and they are administratively considerably less costly. Empirical research shows that in spite of media hype and the Nobel Peace Prize for Muhammed Yunus in 2006, microcredit programs hardly contribute to poverty reduction—unlike direct cash transfers.

As cash transfers are broadly applicable and easy to evaluate, they can be used as a universal benchmark, and not only in comparison to microcredit programs. In many randomized controlled trials, an additional control group that also receives direct cash transfers can be introduced. This lays the burden of proof on other interventions—if it is apparent that an intervention achieves significantly less than the transferral of the same resources directly to poor people, then cash transfers should be used instead. Prof. Paul Niehaus and Prof. Chris Blattman express this as follows: “This abundance of data suggests that people are poor not because they lack initiative but because they lack resources and opportunities—things that, in many places, money can buy. Donors should thus ask themselves: With each dollar we spend, are we doing more good than the poor could do on their own with the same dollar?” The British DFID is supporting a project of this sort in Pakistan from 2012-2020 with a total of £300 million.

**Recommendations**

Scientific research shows clearly that development cooperation can make an important contribution to poverty reduction and development if financial resources are used in the most effective way.

Germany and Switzerland are already involved in numerous highly effective areas, but also maintain projects which according to current scientific research have no impact. We will now present five recommendations with the potential to massively increase the effectiveness of development cooperation in these two countries and so to achieve the stated political goal of poverty reduction more quickly. The implementation of these recommendations also limits the potential for negative media coverage, as reliable information about the (always accountable) use of taxpayers’ money will become available. This reduces the risk of failure in the long-term.

**German development cooperation**

In Germany, the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) undertakes the political management of German development cooperation, while so-called “implementing organizations” carry out the projects of technical (TZ) and
financial (FZ) cooperation. The German Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (Society for International Cooperation or GIZ), which was formed in January 2011 through a merger of three predecessor organizations, is notable in the field of TZ. The KfW Development Bank and the Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft (German Investment and Development Corporation or DEG) are responsible for FZ.

According to official ODA figures for the reporting year of 2015, Germany is the third largest donor worldwide at 16.2 billion euro, which corresponds to an ODA rate of 0.52% of GNI. Only 14.5% of the German ODA went to the least developed countries—here Germany lags far behind the OECD average and UN targets. Thirty-seven percent of ODA contributions fell to the BMZ, of which 74% was used for bilateral and 26% for multilateral ODA (such as the financing of UN, EU, World Bank or Development Bank organizations).

According to preliminary OECD figures, in 2016 Germany for the first time achieved an ODA rate of 0.7% of GNI—the target rate agreed by the United Nations over 40 years ago—and became the second largest donor worldwide behind the USA. However, this growth can be attributed almost entirely to refugee expenditure, which counts towards ODA rates: in 2016, 25.2% of the total German ODA contribution of around 22 billion euro was spent on refugees within Germany itself.

The 2015 OECD audit report on German international cooperation is generally highly positive. But it also notes in relation to evaluation practices that there is still room for improved knowledge sharing among implementing organizations and between implementing organizations and the ministry and that the BMZ must investigate how evaluation structures function in practice. Furthermore, the report recommends giving priority to the least developed countries (LDCs) in the planned budget extension (see also Recommendation 2).

In recent years German international cooperation was rather inward-looking thanks to the reform of the implementing organizations. In future it must be ensured that organizational efficiency wins actually translate to increased effectiveness for developing countries: “Aid effectiveness does not necessarily imply development effectiveness, that is actual development impact.”

The evaluation institute DEval
The German Institute for Development Evaluation (DEval) was founded at the end of 2012. Funded by BMZ, DEval is an independent institution that evaluates the work of German development policy organizations. Though leadership difficulties initially hampered DEval’s work, the creation of an organization that carries out independent evaluations is still a welcome development. The DAC report recommended that the BMZ provide sufficient financial support and ensure effective reporting channels. DEval has a particularly high potential to conduct methodological research and to continually develop corresponding evaluation instruments.

Swiss development cooperation
In Switzerland, international cooperation (consisting of development cooperation, humanitarian aid, cooperation with Eastern Europe, and peacebuilding) is carried out by the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), the Economic Cooperation and Development grouping of the State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO), and the Human Security
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Division (HSD) of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA).

In 2016 official development assistance in Switzerland amounted to around 3.5 billion Swiss francs or 0.54% of Gross National Income (GNI). However, a significant part of this was used for asylum seekers in Switzerland as well as for various other purposes; only around 76% of the total amount (2.7 billion francs, 0.41% of GNI) was spent on international cooperation by SDC, SECO, and HSD. Half of the development budget was spent on development cooperation, of which around two-thirds was spent on bilateral projects and around one third on multilateral projects (such as projects with the World Bank and UN organizations).  

Although development organizations and the Swiss parliamentary finance committees have grappled in detail with the theme of effectiveness and have launched several initiatives for increased impact orientation, there is still a high potential for improvement in most areas. There is no clear commitment to scientific support and evaluation for all programs in the 2017-2020 strategy, and individual references to Monitoring and Evaluation remain vague. No obligatory consideration of scientific research findings is required in internal procedures, and impact reports are only available for a fraction of all projects.  

At the time of writing, Switzerland still has no comprehensive strategy on impact orientation using scientific research. However, numerous attempts at increased impact orientation are apparent (like the SDC's Impact Award). In the following recommendations, we would like to contribute to accelerating these attempts and strengthening public trust in development cooperation long-term.

### The SDC’s Impact Award

To promote the use of impact evaluations by Swiss NGOs, the SDC along with NADEL (ETH) established an Impact Award. Every two years, the 2-3 highest quality impact evaluations among all entries will be awarded a total of 100,000 francs. A jury of SDC representatives and independent academic experts evaluate the entries on the following standards: relevance of the research question, quality of the research design (especially the derivation of causal relationships), quality of plans to use the results, and cost-effectiveness of the study. The last tender was won by studies from Terre des hommes Lausanne and Vivamos Mejor. Such Impact Awards and corresponding courses for NGOs are good at making the potential of impact evaluation in development cooperation more well-known. They should, therefore, be treated as a priority in the future.

**Recommendation 1: Greater prioritization of projects with outstanding cost-effectiveness**

Particularly cost-effective programs should be systematically promoted and prioritized. Scientific research shows that the international community neglects numerous highly effective interventions, particularly in the field of global health. For instance, where health is concerned, a contribution of around U.S. $7,500 can save a life. Since the resources available to development cooperation are limited, prioritizing programs based on their cost-effectiveness should be enshrined as a central strategic goal. Development policy projects already have to meet a multitude of goals, including thematic goals (like climate change), country goals (like Rwanda), and transversal goals (like gender). Effectiveness should no longer play a subordinate role to such goals. On the
contrary, we should accept that certain other goals will not be fully met in the course of granting effectiveness the priority it deserves.

Existing high impact projects like the promotion of NETCELL by Switzerland or the German (and Swiss) involvement with the Global Fund should be further developed. It is also important to offer increased support to underfunded areas with high potential impact. Such areas include neglected tropical diseases, 97 micronutrient initiatives, 98,99 and direct cash transfers (not only in humanitarian aid but also in development cooperation). In 2015 German development cooperation spent a mere 320 million euro or 2.5% of net bilateral ODA on healthcare; 100 for the SDC in 2015, it was 12% of bilateral resources. 101 Both countries should significantly expand this commitment.

Recommendation 2: Earlier termination of demonstrably ineffective programs

Programs that are ineffective or barely effective according to current scientific research should be ended as quickly as possible. Because of political, legal, and procedural factors, this is not always an option; but demonstrably ineffective programs should be shut down ahead of time wherever it is possible. Every euro and every franc that has no impact could have been spent on projects with real impact. Both Switzerland and Germany are currently involved in several ineffective areas. One example is microcredit, which despite receiving a Nobel Peace Prize and a great deal of media interest is not an effective means of alleviating extreme poverty. 76 Such programs should be replaced with other microfinance products like saving programs or microinsurance.

From an evidence-based perspective, the 20 million francs spent annually on the purchase of Swiss milk powder for humanitarian aid is completely outdated. 102,103 It is not only ineffective, but it also has potentially negative effects, such as disturbing local markets.

In particular, direct cash transfers should be used as a benchmark wherever possible. Direct cash transfers (conditional and unconditional cash transfers, CCTs, and UCTs) are applicable in practically all countries and contexts and have proved highly effective in countless impact evaluations. 68 They are therefore well suited to acting as a comparative instrument in impact evaluations. For example, employment and training programs 104 and particular kinds of livestock donation 77,105 are less impactful than cash transfers, and should thus be replaced by the latter. A comprehensive review of all programs based on their effectiveness could be carried out in the course of a top-to-bottom review. 106

Furthermore, projects in wealthier emerging economies are comparatively less effective—that is, projects in Upper-Middle-Income Countries (UMICs) like Turkey, Argentina or Peru. Switzerland and Germany currently still commit 20% of their development cooperation budgets to such countries, 100,107 although the same money could do much more good elsewhere. In the efficiency dimension of the QuODA assessment by the Centre for Global Development, Germany and Switzerland hence occupy lower positions (41st and 36th out of 44 respectively). 108 Development policy commitments should be transferred to those countries with the largest absolute number of people in extreme poverty (like India), regardless of average income per capita. 109

Lastly, we should promote a “fail forward”-culture: if an evaluation shows a poor result, this should be recognized as an important learning success that allows for more effective allocation of financial resources.

Recommendation 3: Increased use of evaluations and the definition of higher quality standards

It is true that a large number of evaluations are carried out in Swiss development cooperation, but these are often of low quality: they use outmoded measurement techniques and measure only single outcome indicators, without comparing these to a control group. In these conditions, the quality of Swiss development cooperation cannot be satisfactorily ascertained. The situation is similar for German development cooperation. At least with GIZ, there is a certain awareness of the possibilities of the newest scientific research methods, although these are rarely implemented. In 2010 a randomized controlled trial was adopted on behalf of GIZ for the first time, and the office of Monitoring and Evaluation writes that there “are still few situations in the GIZ context, where RCTs can be used or are methodologically feasible
or financeable.”

Since April 2014, all of the GIZ projects commissioned by BMZ with a minimum duration of three years and a budget of 1 million euro have been subject to a so-called project evaluation (PEV), which is carried out from one year to six months before the end of the minimum duration. However, GIZ itself has demonstrated in a meta-evaluation of PEV that fundamental evaluation standards “are often not adhered to” and that PEV is characterized by a paucity of methods, mostly limiting itself to qualitative interviews and data and document analysis, while “quantitative surveys, on the other hand, are almost never used”.

To measure counterfactual impact, high-quality impact evaluations must be used. Ideally, these take the form of randomized controlled trials (RCTs), but with more complex questions quasi-experiments and various econometric methods can also be used. On quality requirements, we refer to the checklist “The perfect impact evaluation” in this paper. As we have shown in chapter 1.4, both impact evaluations and RCTs are applicable to surprisingly many fields. The monitoring of both German and Swiss development cooperation actors should be modernized, for instance through the use of modern technologies for data collection. Mobile surveys for the beneficiaries of a development program are not only low-cost but also enable more exact information about the impact of projects. In consequence, impact information is less dependent on uncertain assumptions and estimates, being instead based on empirical data.

High quality standards for evaluations should be explicitly enshrined in guidelines and strategies and be required wherever applicable. All evaluations should be openly published so that they can be reviewed independently and used globally. The necessary expertise could also be sourced externally from researchers and specialized organizations: for example, IDinsight supports governments with the design and execution of studies as well as the comprehensive implementation of successful pilot projects. Since these investigations are financially somewhat more costly, the number of low-quality evaluations should be reduced in favor of fewer, higher quality ones. In addition, greater financial resources should be provided for evaluations in general (see Recommendation 5).

**Recommendation 4: More comprehensive use of scientific research findings**

Although staff members in development organizations generally show a great interest in scientific research, it is currently barely taken into account in internal processes. This leads to ineffective projects being initiated and then stopped far too late. Donors do not necessarily have to conduct evaluations themselves, but could instead make more use of the global knowledge base. A thorough examination of specialist literature should become standard practice in all processes, plans, and evaluations. Evidence-based methods should run through all phases of a project as a common thread—from the project outline to the finance application to the logical framework.

Impact matrices are often used in German and Swiss development cooperation, but too often there are no in-depth scientific foundations. Grounding impact matrices in the most current research findings available would represent a gain for the beneficiaries of the program, the development organization, and the researcher.

Organizational training on impact measurement and experimental and quasi-experimental methods should be promoted—for instance using J-PAL’s executive education course or MIT’s online courses. Systematic evidence and knowledge management can contribute to improving organizational expertise. An exceptional example of this is the recent cooperation between SDC and the ETH Institute NADEL, which produced an “Impact Award” among other things. For projects of a certain size, a scientific advisory board could be consulted. The experience of other countries like Great Britain offers valuable lessons on the implementation of such changes.

The standards a project must fulfill should also be clearly defined before it receives additional resources. The NGO “Evidence Action” only scales exemplary projects that meet the following criteria:

1. Peer-reviewed rigorous evaluations that demonstrate a clear causal effect between the intervention and the desired impact;
2. Related evaluations that add weight and context to the findings of the main research line;
3. Evidence from multiple settings and contexts.
that inform our understanding of the resilience of a particular finding;
4. A compelling explanation of the mechanisms at play, whether they come from economic theory, market research, or medicine;
5. Confidence that a result holds in less controlled environments, and thus in real life, and persists over time."

These criteria should be logically applied to Swiss and German development cooperation projects.

**Recommendation 5: Additional financial resources for research and evaluation**

Research funding amounts to 16 million euro in the German budget; around 9 million euro are provided for evaluation.\(^ {118} \) Research and evaluation thus constitute a mere 0.4% of the BMZ budget. In Switzerland, research funding was 1.7% of the Swiss development cooperation budget in 2014.\(^ {101} \) Since even small investments in high impact evaluations can enable a massive increase in impact, a higher percentage of the budget should be spent on scientific research.

Here existing research programs should be built upon, like the research into neglected tropical diseases by Swiss TPH or the cooperation with the NADEL Center of ETH Zurich. The USA and Great Britain play a pioneering role in this area and could serve as an example: in April 2014 USAID created the "US Global Development Lab" and its subprogram "Development Innovation Ventures". The British DFID co-founded the Global Innovation Fund, and its new strategy focuses particularly on global public goods like research into neglected tropical diseases (NTDs).\(^ {119} \)

Both Switzerland and Germany should affiliate with international initiatives that carry out research and generate evidence, particularly the International Initiative for Impact Evaluation (3ie) and the Global Innovation Fund. The latter is now supported by the British, American, Australian, and Swedish governments, and the entry of Switzerland and Germany would be possible and highly recommendable.

In addition, many researchers, students, and specialists have ideas for the improvement of interventions; but lack the financial means to implement them. Even small unbureaucratic grants in the five-figure range would enable promising field trials to be carried out. Such experimental projects with explicit research components would not only generate globally useful scientific knowledge but also enable research teams to broaden their knowledge of evaluation. Such an innovation program could be started as a pilot and be developed according to the impact it demonstrated.

Budget reallocations are always heavily contested, which makes the implementation of this recommendation more difficult. On the other hand, the knowledge generated through evaluation contributes substantially to better budgetary decisions in future, such that investments in research pay off in the long-term.

**Conclusion**

We all share the same ultimate goal for development cooperation: the best possible, fastest possible and sustainable reduction in global poverty. We possess more knowledge and experience than ever on how to work towards a world without poverty. We also have a responsibility to use these research findings.

In this paper, we have presented suggestions on how this could happen in practice: high-quality scientific research should be better supported financially, and its content should be used more comprehensively; particularly effective projects should be promoted, and ineffective ones should be shut down in good time.

We do not promote a blind faith in numbers, but rather a better understanding of them: not everything relevant is measurable, and not everything that is measurable is relevant. It is important not to focus too much on individual calculations, but rather to consider the totality of the available research and to combine this with knowledge of context and field experience. If we integrate scientific findings with this overall approach, it creates a deeper understanding of the living conditions and needs of people living in poverty, thereby enabling more effective development cooperation. In doing so, we could take a decisive step towards the end of global poverty.
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The Effective Altruism Foundation (EAF) advocates for the global movement known as Effective Altruism. In our strive towards a world without extreme suffering, we are committed to finding the most effective ways to combat global poverty, reduce animal suffering, and deal responsibly with potentially dangerous technologies. In order to achieve our goal of making the world as suffering-free as possible, we run four distinct projects in the areas of fundraising, community building and public relations, and research.